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An analytic study of the magnetohydrodynamic stability of inverse
shear profiles

C. G. Gimblett, R. J. Hastie, and T. C. Hender
UKAEA, Fusion (UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association), Culham, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB,
United Kingdom

~Received 16 January 1996; accepted 17 May 1996!

This paper reports on the ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! stability of tokamak field profiles that
have a non-monotonic safety factorq(r ). An analytic criterion is obtained for these ‘‘inverse shear’’
profiles by expanding in inverse aspect ratio and assuming that the minimum inq is slightly less
than them/n value of the mode under examination (m and n being the principal poloidal and
toroidal mode numbers of the instability!. Three terms are identified as controlling the stability of
this ‘‘double kink’’; two of them are stabilizing and due, respectively, to field line bending and the
interaction of average favorable curvature with the pressure gradient. The possibility of instability
comes from the third term which is due to toroidal coupling and is ballooning in character. The
analytic results are compared with those from a fully toroidal stability code.
@S1070-664X~96!00109-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

The ‘‘inverse shear’’ mode of operation in magnetic fu-
sion experiments1–5 is a new confinement regime in which,
by a sequence of setting-up procedures involving auxiliary
heating or pellet injection during the current rise, a hollow
current density profile is established in the device such that
the safety factor profileq(r ) is non-monotonic and typically
exhibits a single off-axis minimum,qmin . Such a profile
should be advantageous in stabilizing ideal ballooning
modes6–9 and certain classes of micro-instabilities such as
the trapped electron mode.10,11 Experimentally, particle and
ion thermal diffusivities show a marked decrease and the
latter can in fact drop tobelow the neoclassical value in the
reversed shear region4 with the resulting centrally peaked
profiles enhancing the potential fusion power. An interesting
development is that the improved confinement will produce
significant bootstrap currents that, provided they are distrib-
uted correctly, could lead to steady state inverse shear opera-
tion, an exciting power plant prospect.12

Of course, the existence of the minimum inq brings into
question the stability of global magnetohydrodynamic
~MHD! instabilities such as the double tearing and, if the
shears5rq8/q in the core is small, the so-called ‘‘infernal’’
modes.13,14 The latter exists purely because of toroidal cou-
pling between the sideband poloidal harmonics generated by
toroidicity, so any stability analysis must take this into ac-
count. In this paper we present an analytic stability analysis
of inverse shear profiles in toroidal geometry. Introducing
the inverse aspect ratioe (5a/R0, wherea andR0 are the
device minor and major radii, respectively!, and the plasma
b (52m0p/B0

2, wherep is the plasma pressure andB0 is
the toroidal magnetic field!, the calculations hinge on the
assumption that the criticalb/e is small, permitting the use
of a low b expansion.15 Further, we will require that the
quantity (m/n2qmin) @where (m,n) are the primary poloidal
and toroidal mode numbers under investigation# is small, in a
sense to be explained below~Sec. II!.

The calculation is based on computing the ideal potential

energy dW.16 A negativedW indicates the production of
plasma kinetic energy, i.e., an unstable plasma. In cylindrical
geometry,17 the potential energydW reduces to an integral
betweenr 1 and r 2 whereq(r 1)5q(r 2)5m/n. A ‘‘top-hat’’
radial displacementj0 in this region gives

dWcyl52p2
B0
2

R0
j0
2E

r1

r2
r H ~m221!S 1q2

n

mD 2
1
2rm0p8

B0
2

n2

m2 2
2r 2

R0
2

n2

m2 S 1q2 2
n2

m2D J dr, ~1!

where 8 represents the radial derivative. Thus, for
(r 22r 1)/a!1 , expanding locally around the minimum of
q we find

dWcyl

j0
2 }

8

15
~m221!D21

2m0rp8

B0
2 , ~2!

whereD5(12nqmin /m), and the destabilizing, pressure in-
dependent term which is of ordere2D has been dropped.17

The positive first term on the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~2!
represents the well-known stabilizing effect of field line
bending, while the second~negative for normal monotonic
decreasing pressure profiles! term is the cylindrical
‘‘Suydam’’18 drive due to the destabilizing effect of the pres-
sure gradientp8 and field line curvature in a cylinder. As-
suming the lowb orderingb;O(e2), instability is predicted
wheneverD<O(e). So, instability can occur atb values for
which pressure driven toroidal coupling to sideband harmon-
ics cannot be ignored. This situation is analogous to the case
of the (m,n)5(1,1) internal kink in the tokamak ordering,19

where similar considerations apply.
The main result of this paper is to demonstrate that in a

torus thedW produced by a similar displacement consists of
three terms:

dWtor

j0
2 }

8

15
~m221!D21

2m0rp8

B0
2 ~12qmin

2 !2La2D1/2.

~3!
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The first term on the rhs of Eq.~3! again represents field line
bending and is unchanged from the cylindrical calculation.
Comparing the second term with its cylindrical counterpart
we see that~for qmin.1) the favorable toroidal curvature
converts the destabilizing cylindrical Suydam drive to a sta-
bilizing ~if qmin.1) Mercier20 term. The third term, which
gives the only possibility for instability, is a new ballooning
destabilization. In Eq.~3!, L is a number that encapsulates
information regarding the coupling to toroidally induced
sideband displacementsj1

m61 with mode numbers
(m61,n) ~the j1

m61 extend across the minor radiusa of the
plasma!, anda52(2m0R0p8q2)/B0

2 is the well known pa-
rameter that controls the stability of high-n ballooning
modes.21 The implications of Eq.~3! are discussed in Secs. II
and V below.

In Sec. II we show how Eq.~3! is obtained. In Sec. III
we deduce growth rates for these instabilities by matching
the external MHD solutions to the solutions in the two iner-
tial layers atr 1 andr 2. In Sec. IV the analysis is validated by
comparing the analytic growth rates with code results, and
we conclude with a discussion in Sec. V.

II. TOROIDAL ANALYSIS

The initial analysis follows that of Ref. 15. This refer-
ence addressed the problem of the stability of the
(m,n)5(1,1) mode in the case thatuq21u;O(e5a/R) in
the core region. Following the spirit of the procedure of Ref.
15 we assume the standard tokamak ordering and expand the
plasma displacementj asj0

m1ej1
(m61)1... with

j0
m5j0~r !exp~ i ~mu2nf!!,

u andf being poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively.
With these assumptionsdW at first order can be mini-

mized to zero by the choice

d

dr
~r j0r !1 imj0u50, ~4!

which eliminates the compressional Alfve´n wave. If we then
useD;O(e) as part of the expansion, we arrive at second
order with the analogue of Eq.~14! of Ref. 15,

dW252p2
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E
0

a

rI ~r !dr, I5(
j51

6

I j ,

I 15S 1q2
n
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dr D 21~m221!j0
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I 25
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,

I 352r
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dr S 12
1
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2 ,

~5!

I 45
a
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d
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n
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1j0S 12
nq
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dr
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1j0S 12
nq
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I 55S 1q2

n
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dr D 2
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I 65S 1q2
n
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dr D 2

1m~m22!j1
~m21!2G ,

where the scalarj functions refer to radial components.
We first note that the terms inI (r ) that are quadratic in

j0 are all stabilizing, and so a first minimization is clearly to
takej0(r )50 in the regions 0,r,r 1 andr 2,r,a and we
realize that it is only the coupling ofj0 to its sidebands
j1
(m61) , as represented byI 4, that can provide the possibility
of instability. In the regions 0,r,r 1 and r 2,r,a the
Euler-Lagrange minimizing equations forj1

(m61)(r ) are the
homogeneous cylindrical equations,15

d

dr F r 3S 1q2
n

~m61!
D 2dj1

~m61!

dr G
5m~m62!r S 1q2

n

~m61!
D 2j1~m61! . ~6!

We next form the Euler-Lagrange minimizing equations for
these sidebands in the regionr 1,r,r 2. On rearranging the
canonical form of these equations, and approximating the
factor 1/q2n/(m61) by 6n/m(m61), we find that they
satisfy

d

dr F r22m21
d

dr
~j1

~m11!r 21m!G52
~m11!

2

d

dr
~ar2mj0!

~7!

and

d

dr F r 2m21
d

dr
~j1

~m21!r 22m!G5
~m21!

2

d

dr
~armj0!. ~8!

A notable feature of Eqs.~7! and~8! is that a first integral is
clearly available. Before addressing this, we record the
Euler-Lagrange minimizing equation forj0 in r 1,r,r 2,

L~j0![
d

dr F r 3S 1q2
n

mD 2dj0
dr G2r F ~m221!S 1q2

n

mD 2
1

a2

2q2
2
2rm0p8

B0
2 S 12

1

q2D Gj0
5

ar2m

2~m11!q2
d

dr
@j1

~m11!rm12#

2
arm

2~m21!q2
d

dr
@j1

~m21!r 22m#. ~9!

Returning to Eqs.~7! and ~8!, first integrals are simply
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d

dr
~rm12j1

~m11!!5Ar112m2
~m11!

2
arm11j0 , ~10!

d

dr
~r 22mj1

~m21!!5Br122m1
~m21!

2
ar2m11j0 , ~11!

with A andB as yet unknown constants. We note in passing
that on substituting the relations~10! and~11! into the rhs of
Eq. ~9!, the parts of the sidebands that are due to the direct
j0 drive add together and have the effect of cancelling the
term2ra2j0 /(2q

2) that appears on the left-hand side~lhs!
of Eq. ~9!.

To proceed further, boundary conditions for Eqs.~10!
and~11! can be found by integrating Eqs.~7! and~8! across
r5r 1 and, making use of the continuity ofj1

(m61) there@i.e.,
j1
(m61)(r 12)5j1

(m61)(r 11)# to find that

A5~21m1bm11!r 1
2mj1

~m11!~r 1! ~12!

and

B5~22m1bm21!r 1
mj1

~m21!~r 1!. ~13!

Here we have introduced

bm615
r 1

j1
~m61!~r 1!

dj1
~m61!

dr
~r 12 !,

which is the value of this particular quantity obtained by
solving Eq.~6! in the region 0,r,r 1 @in the event that the
(m11) harmonic has a resonance atr s

(m11) in this region
then Eq.~6! must be integrated inr s

(m11),r,r 1 using the
‘‘small’’ solution at r s

(m11)22#. Similar considerations natu-
rally apply atr5r 2 and we can deduce

j1
~m61!~r 2!5S r 2r 1D

6mS 26m1bm61

26m1cm61
D j1

~m61!~r 1!, ~14!

where cm61 are the quantities analogous tobm61 for the
outer regionr 2,r,a. We can now integrate Eq.~10! once
more to find that

A5F ~m11!2~21m1bm11!~21m1cm11!

~m2bm11!~21m1cm11!r 1
2~m11!2~m2cm11!~21m1bm11!r 2

2~m11!G E
r1

r2
rm11aj0dr. ~15!

Similarly,

B5F ~m21!2~22m1bm21!~22m1cm21!

~m1cm21!~22m1bm21!r 2
2~12m!2~m1bm21!~22m1cm21!r 1

2~12m!G E
r1

r2
r2m11aj0dr. ~16!

With thej (m61) sidebands satisfying their respective Euler-Lagrange equations~7! and~8!, we find thatdW2 is now given
by

dW2522p2
B0
2

R0
E
r1

r2
j0L~j0!dr, ~17!

with L(j0) as given in Eq.~9!. Collating all these results gives finally

R0

B0
2

dW2

2p2 5E
r1

r2
r 3S 1q2

n

mD 2S dj0
dr D 2dr1~m221!E

r1

r2
r S 1q2

n

mD 2j02dr2E
r1

r2
2r 2

m0p8

B0
2 S 12

1

q2D j0
2dr2L~m11!

3H E
r1

r2S rr 1D
m11

aj0drJ 22L~m21!H E
r1

r2S rr 1D
2m11

aj0drJ 2, ~18!

where

L~m11!5
2n2~m11!~21m1bm11!~21m1cm11!

2m2@~m2bm11!~21m1cm11!2~m2cm11!~21m1bm11!~r 2 /r 1!
2~m11!#

, ~19!

L~m21!5
2n2~m21!~22m1bm21!~22m1cm21!

2m2@~m1bm21!~22m1cm21!2~m1cm21!~22m1bm21!~r 2 /r 1!
2~12m!#

. ~20!

We can now identify the various terms in the expression
~18!, as discussed briefly in the Introduction. The first two
terms on the rhs of Eq.~18! represent the stabilizing effect of
field-line bending, while the third is the stabilizing Mercier
term. The last two terms stem from the coupling to upper and

lower poloidal harmonic sidebands and provide the possibil-
ity of an instability (dW,0).

To produce a specific criterion, we introduce a ‘‘top-
hat’’ trial function for j0.

17 We will further expand around
rmin , the radius at which q5qmin . Writing x
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5( r2rmin)/rminwe have

S 1q2
n

mD;
1

mqSm2nqmin2
nrmin

2 q9x2

2 D ,
5
n2

m2 S rmin
2 q9

2 D $D̂2x2%, ~21!

where

D̂5
2m

nrmin
2 q9

S 12
nqmin

m D5
2q

rmin
2 q9

D. ~22!

The integrals in Eq.~18! transform as

E
r1

r2
rdr→2rmin

2 AD̂E
0

1

dy, y5
x

AD̂
. ~23!

With j0 a top hat the first integral on the rhs of Eq.~18!
vanishes. Evaluating the remaining integrals using Eqs.~21!
and ~23!, and assumingm is sufficiently small so that we
may take (r /r 1)

m;1 in @r 1 ,r 2# we arrive at

dW2}
8

15
~m221!D21

2rm0p8

B0
2 ~12qmin

2 !

2S qminD

2rmin
2 q9D

1/2

La2, ~24!

with

L5
~21m1bm11!~21m1cm11!

~bm112cm11!

1
~22m1bm21!~22m1cm21!

~bm212cm21!
. ~25!

An immediate conclusion that can be drawn from Eq.
~24! is that the system is stable~with this trial function for
j0) whenqmin is just belowm/n ~i.e.,D→0), as in this case
the Mercier term dominates~provided qmin.1). On the
other hand, whenqmin is reduced@i.e.,D[(12nqmin /m) is
increased#, the field line bending terms will eventually domi-
nate. Clearly there is a most unstable value ofD, which is
obtainable by performing a simple minimization. In fact the
most unstableD is given by

D5F 15La2

64~m221!G2/3S 2qmin

rmin
2 q9D

1/3

. ~26!

We can now calculatedW2(min) by inserting expression
~26! into Eq. ~24!, and deduce a criterion for instability,

2S 2rminm0p8

B0
2 D .1.82~m221!1/5S rmin

R0qmin
2 D 8/5

3S rmin
2 q9

qmin
D 2/5S 1L D 4/5~q221!3/5. ~27!

This gives a scaling for the criticalb asO(e8/5) occurring at
a D that is O(e4/5) and (r 22r 1)/rmin;AD which is
O(e2/5).

III. CALCULATION OF GROWTH RATES

Calculation of ideal growth rates follows the general
method of Ref. 16. The finite inertia of the plasma will lead
to the creation of inertial layers atr 1 andr 2. The sum of the
kinetic (K) and potential (W) energies at either of these
layers is given by

K1W52p2r0R0

g2

m2E
layer

~112q2!r S dj

dr D
2

dr

1
B0
2

2m0

1

R0
E
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S 1q2
n

mD 2r S dj

dr D
2

dr, ~28!

andj will obey

d

dr H F g2

gA
2

~112q2!

m2 1S 1q2
n

mD 2Gdj

dr J 50. ~29!

@In Eqs. ~28! and ~29! r0 is the plasma density,g is the
required growth rate, andgA is the Alfvén frequency
B0 /(R0Am0r0); the term (112q2) is an enhancement of the
inertia due to toroidal effects.23# In this layer the displace-
mentj0(r ) rises from 0 atr 1(2) to the valuej0 at r 1(1).

To proceed, at r 1 we introduce a layer variable
x5(r2r 1)/r 1 and expand q locally as
q5m/n1xr1q8@5m/n(11xs1) with the shear
s15r 1q8/q]. Integrating Eq.~29! once and substituting into
Eq. ~28! gives

W1K52p2r 1
2
B0
2

m0R0

3j0
2H E

2`

1`F g2

gA
2

~112q2!

m2 1
s1
2

q2
x2G21

dxJ 21
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~30!

52pr 1
2
B0
2

m0R0
j0
2H us1u

q

A112q2

m J g

gA
.

A similar contribution will arise atr 2, and so

g

gA
5

1

2p

q

A112q2
m0R0

B0
2

m

~r 1
2us1u1r 2

2us2u!
S 2

dW

j0
2 D

~31!

@with dW as defined in Eq.~5!#.

IV. COMPARISON WITH CODE RESULTS

The growth rate@Eq. ~31!# has been compared with re-
sults computed with theFAR resistive MHD code.24 TheFAR
code solves the full resistive MHD equations in toroidal ge-
ometry with no ordering assumptions. To facilitate this com-
parison it was necessary to find conditions for which the
assumed ordering is valid, in particular thatebp,,1, im-
plying a small Shafranov shift of the equilibrium.25 In prac-
tice this resulted in using relatively extreme parameters to
effect the comparison. An aspect ratio of 100 and a non-
monotonicq profile varying between 2.95 on axis and 3.1 at
the edge with a minimum of 1.974 was used, and the growth
rates of them52, n51 instability as predicted by theFAR
code, and the above three coupled harmonic analysis, were
compared asb0 was increased. The results of the comparison
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using these equilibrium parameters with a direct calculation
of Eq. ~31! is shown in Fig. 1@for greater accuracy in calcu-
lating thedW of Eq. ~31! we used theL (m61) forms of Eqs.
~18!–~20! rather than that of Eqs.~24!–~25!#.

It can be seen that there is very good agreement between
the analytic theory and theFAR computation. Further, exami-
nation of the eigenfunctions shows thatj0 does have the
assumed ‘‘top-hat’’ form between the twoq52 radii.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an analytic study of the ideal MHD
stability of inverse shear profiles, using an expansion in the
inverse aspect ratio, coupled with the assumption that the
minimum in the safety factorqmin is close to and less than
them/n value of the mode under consideration. This insta-
bility might be termed the pressure driven ‘‘double kink’’
mode. We have demonstrated that as theq profile evolves
downwards:

~i! For qmin very close to m/n @i.e., D
5 (12nqmin /m);0], the Mercier favorable curva-
ture dominates.

~ii ! The most unfavorable value ofD isO(e4/5). For such
a profile, pressure driven ballooning instability is pos-
sible at relatively low values of the local pressure gra-
dient, corresponding to a globalb which isO(e8/5).

~iii ! For greater values ofD, the stabilizing field line bend-
ing effect dominates.

~iv! The weak scaling of criticalb with poloidal mode
numberm @bcrit } m2/5 in Eq.~27!# indicates that even
high rational modes may be destabilized@e.g.,
bcrit(m510).2bcrit(m52)#.

The analysis of this paper depends for its validity on an
expansion of the tokamak equilibrium for large aspect ratio
and weak Shafranov shiftDSh8 (r ),1. It is justified by the
result that whenqmin is just below a resonant valuem/n,
with (12nqmin /m);e4/5, the Shafranov shift is small
@DSh8 ;O(e3/5)# at the marginally stable value ofb. For such

an equilibrium the marginally stable MHD eigenmode can be
adequately described by just three poloidal harmonics,m and
m61. When qmin does not satisfy the ordering
(12nqmin /m);e4/5 marginal stability to ideal MHD modes
occurs at higherb and the analytic methods employed in this
calculation must fail to be accurate. The variation of the
critical value ofbN asqmin is varied is clearly shown in the
work of Phillips et al.26 for several differentm,n modes
~e.g., Figs. 4 and 6–9 of Ref. 26!. Thus Fig. 4 of Ref. 26
shows a distinct minimum in the critical value ofbN at val-
ues ofqmin just below the corresponding rational value of
m/n. So the qualitative feature of a local minimum ofbcrit

as a function ofD[(1 2 nqmin/m) persists at tight aspect
ratio (A,3). Another limitation of the analytic calculations
of this paper arises from the use of a trial function forj0 ~the
‘‘top-hat’’ form ! in evaluating Eq.~18!. Comparison with the
FAR code shows that the choice forj0 appears to be good
close to marginal stability at the lowestb point. However,
comparison with thebN againstqmin plots of Ref. 26 suggest
that it becomes inadequate asqmin→m/n.

This paper has only addressed the stability of equilibria
with circular cross sections. However, as found in the analy-
sis of the internal kink mode,27,28shaping of the cross section
will drive additional poloidal harmonics in the eigenfunction.
In the case of elliptic shaping these harmonics give rise to
additional contributions to the energy integral of Eq.~3! that
are quadratic in the ellipticity. A second shaping effect arises
because of the direct coupling of the toroidal sideband har-
monics by the ellipticity. As a result of this Eq.~3! will also
contain a contribution linear in the ellipticity. The coeffi-
cients of these terms will, likeL, depend on the details of the
q(r ) profile. So it appears that the effect of ellipticity will
depend on the orientation~horizontal or vertical! of the elon-
gation. Work is underway to determine the sign and ampli-
tude of these effects and will be reported in a later paper.
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